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Abstract  
The ELBY™ (Enhanced Ladle Bottom Yield) system is a novel technology for a steel 
teeming ladle precast bottom that uses specifically designed channels, terraces, and 
impact zones to alter the phenomenon of vortexing at the end of the ladle draining 
sequence. By delaying the vortex, more steel is allowed to exit the ladle into the 
tundish without slag carryover. In actual operations, the ELBY™ system can 
potentially achieve large yield savings which impact the operating cost of the steel 
plant. Significant technical benefits are also gained by insuring less slag carryover 
into the tundish, resulting in lower tundish maintenance costs and improved steel 
quality. The ELBY™ system is made possible through three proprietary technologies: 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD): After a detailed audit is conducted on the ladle 
practice, a CFD is utilized to study and simulate the ladles draining pattern, vortex 
characteristics, and surface collapse. CFD analysis will detail the specific design of 
the ELBY™ bottom and estimate the yield savings.NUMAXTM Refractory Castable: 
Cement free refractory, ultra low water castable.  Designed with optimal particle 
packing, Numax™ castable allows ELBYTM ladle bottoms to maintain their 
engineered profile to maximize flow characteristics and yield savings.Infrared 
Thermal Imaging (ITI): The measurement of yield savings is very important to the 
steelmaker. Using a proprietary infrared measurement system, videos are taken of 
individual ladle dumps after casting. Specialized software distinguishes slag steel, 
labeling each with a unique color. A program specifically designed for the ELBY™ 
system counts the total number of pixels in both the slag and steel to give a 
percentage of each component.In summary, the combination of bottom design, 
Numax™ castable performance, and infrared yield measurement make the ELBY™ 
system an important innovation with the potential to impact shop yield around the 
world.   
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1 INTRODUCTION             
 
The ELBY™ (Enhanced Ladle Bottom Yield) system is a novel technology for a steel 
teeming ladle precast bottom that uses specifically designed channels, terraces, and 
impact zones to alter the phenomenon of vortexing at the end of the ladle draining 
sequence. By delaying the vortex, more steel is allowed to exit the ladle into the 
tundish without slag carry over. In actual operations, the ELBY system can potentially 
achieve large yield savings which impact the operating cost of the steel plant.  
Significant technical benefits are also gained by insuring less slag carryover into the 
tundish, resulting in lower tundish maintenance costs and improved steel quality.   
 
2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 
2.1 Technology: Computational Fluid Dynamics 
 
The first step in the process is to conduct a detailed audit on each melt shop’s 
operation. Based on previous water model characterization studies,(1) computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) is used to analyze the ladle’s draining characteristics and study 
the timing of the weak vortex formation, strong vortex, and surface collapse. This 
allows for a prediction of how much residual steel is left in the ladle at each of the 
three phases of vortexing (Table 1).   
After validating and duplicating the results, the amount of steel left in the ladle is 
calculated during normal operating conditions using a standard bottom. Using CFD, a 
solution is proposed which will optimally delay the vortexing phenomenon (Figure 1). 
Once the design is optimized, a comparison of the residual amount of steel left in the 
ladle at weak vortex, strong vortex, and surface collapse is made between the 
standard bottom and ELBY system.  Based on actual ELBY bottom use in operating 
steel plants, the CFD predictions have been shown to correlate closely to actual 
results in the melt shop. 
 
 Table 1. Example CFD results 

Tons of Steel Left in Ladle 

 
Conventional 

Bottom 
ELBY Bottom 

Yield Savings per 
Heat 

Weak Vortex ~3.7 Tons ~1.1 Tons ~2.6 Tons 
Strong Vortex ~2.5 Tons ~.6 Tons ~1.9 Tons 

Surface Collapse ~1.3 Tons ~.4 Tons ~.9 Tons 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of an ELBY ladle bottom. 
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2.2 Precast Refractory 
 
In order for the ELBY system to be commercially viable in service, the refractory must 
be engineered to withstand the harsh conditions inside the ladle while maintaining 
the profile shape of the engineered ELBY bottom design.  After trialing the best low 
cement castables available, a new precast composition called Numax™ was 
developed. Numax formulations are advancements in precasting materials and 
technology.  Proprietary refractory design formulation has allowed the manufacture of 
precast shapes with unprecedented low levels of casting water. This has allowed for 
refractory designs with enhanced properties such as hot strength, thermal shock 
resistance, and erosion/corrosion resistance that maintain the ELBY bottom design, 
thus allowing for maximum yield savings throughout the ladle campaign.   
 

 
Figure 2. Numax Refractory utilizes optimal particle packing. 

 
2.3 Yield Measurement 
 
A key aspect of the ELBY system performance is having the ability to measure the 
yield savings. Common methods used to measure yield include slag pot studies, 
scale weights, and overall shop yield. In some operations, these methods prove to be 
difficult due to steel plant conditions. To help alleviate this issue, Infrared Thermal 
Imaging (referred to as ITI from here on out), a process commonly used in high 
temperature applications, was adopted. An infrared camera is specially calibrated to 
detect temperatures up to 2,000°C and is combined with a novel software technology 
which can differentiate steel from slag.  When optical images are first taken, the steel 
and slag are indistinguishable from one another. However, the software manipulates 
the raw optical data and allows for the steel and slag to be differentiated into two 
separate, distinct, colors (Slag = Green/Darker Color, Steel = Red/Lighter Color in 
Figure 3b) (Figure 4).   
 

A      B 

       

       
Figure 3. Thermal image and image showing steel and slag isolate. 
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Figure 4. Screenshot of program that calculates percentage of steel vs. slag. 

 
This program is designed to automatically start recording once it sees the ladle in its 
view. It will continue to record until the temperature range inputted by the user is not 
longer there, at which point it will stop recording and be ready for the next ladle.   
As the program is recording the ladle dump, it is also calculating the amount of metal, 
slag, percentage of each, and time and date of the dump (Figure 5). The program 
automatically creates a folder for each day and all of the data from that day is stored 
in that folder. All of the data is stored in a Microsoft Excel File (Figure 6).  
 

 
Figure 5. Screenshot of live, numerical data. 

 



By comparing the times and dates of each video to the time of the caster shut off, 
one is able to match each ladle dump to a specific ladle number, heat number, or 
anything other type of information they may be looking for.  
This compilation is completed manually, and when done allows for a graphical 
analysis of the average amount of steel left in the ladle after casting as the ladle life 
increases. 
 

 
Figure 6. Screenshot data from program exported to Microsoft Excel. 

 
After separating the data into your control ladle bottom and ELBY ladle bottoms, plot 
Column F, “Metal” on the y-axis and Column C, “Heats on Ladle” on the x-axis. This 
shows the comparison of a flat bottom (no yield savings effect) vs. an ELBY Bottom 
(early in the ladle campaign, when the ELBY Bottom profile is intact, less steel is left 
in the ladle. As the profile wears, the positive yield savings becomes less (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Graph showing the positive yield effects of an ELBY Bottom vs. a flat bottom. 

 
ITI (Infrared Thermal Imaging) is best utilized when combined with a measurement 
system from the steel mill itself. This may include slag pot studies, crane scale 
weights, turret weights etc. By combining ITI with another method, it is possible to 
come up with an average amount of steel left in a ladle after casting. 
 
3 RESULTS       
 

More than a dozen steel plants are using or evaluating ELBY bottoms globally. Steel 
plants using ELBY bottoms are realizing unprecedented yield savings and quality 
improvements. Below (Table 3) are examples of real steel plant yield savings and the 
approximate commercial impact: 
 
 Table 3. Real steel shop yield savings 

  Tons Saved/Heat $$$ Saved/Year 
Shop 1 .35 Tons  $  1,663,200.00  
Shop 2 1 Ton  $  3,808,000.00  
Shop 3 .706 Tons  $  3,388,800.00  
Shop 4 .85 Tons  $  5,666,100.00  

 
In addition to yield savings, other benefits have been exhibited at specific locations 
including outstanding overall refractory life and quantifiable efficiency in plug usage 
and wear. 
 
4 DISCUSSION 
 
The results of the three proprietary technologies can be seen in Graph of the    
Figure 7. First the results from ITI Camera measurements collected in the meltshop. 
The profile made by Numax™ Refractory Technology has resisted up to 80 heats to 
100 heats. The CFD savings prediction was obtained in the 1st part of the curve and 
affected in the 2nd part, after 80 heats to 100 heats, so the CFD has allowed analysis 
and optimization of ladle bottom design. 



5 CONCLUSION 
 
The combination of steel flow analysis, bottom design, novel refractory development, 
and infrared yield measurement make the ELBY system a groundbreaking 
technology that can improve financial performance in steel plant operations and 
impact shop yield.   
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